r of uniform convergence on sets of 3} and E" the topological dual of E'[J?%\. We assume E n has the natural topology ^Z-that of uniform convergence on the equicontinuous sets of E ! . This article includes the following: (1) an intrinsic characterization for a bounded convex set B of E of the closure B of B in E"
(2) an intrinsic characterization of the closure E of E in E ff and (3) necessary and sufficient conditions that E be E".
The spaces β. Let 3Jί be the class of all closed convex neighborhoods 1 of 0 in E\^~\ and Be 23. A filter g on ΰ is called a convex filter if, for every Fe g, there exist M,NeSΰl and χei? such that Λf3 JV, JPID (ΛΓ + χ) Π -5, and (N + χ) Π B e g. Clearly if g and @ are two convex filters on B, such that every set of g meets every set of ©, then the least upper bound filter of g and © on B is also convex. For a maximal convex filter g on ΰ and u e £", let g(%) denote the limit of the restriction of u to B according to the filter g. Proof. Linearity is easily proved. Also let V be the polar set of the absolutely convex hull of 2B, ueV, and i^eg such that I ^# -g(w) I ^ 1/2 for every xe F. Then, for such an x, we have I %(u) I ^ I g(tt) -uα; I + I ux I S 1.
We shall denote by β -β B the set of all maximal convex filters on B. By Lemma 3 there is a mapping π B from /S Λ into E" such that gfa) for every g e /3 5 and w e E f .
THEOREM 2. // either J^~ ΐs ίfce ^eαfc topology or B is convex, π 5 is α one-to-one mapping of β B onto the ^~n-closure B of B in E".
Proof. For g e /S^, τr £ (g) is in the weak closure of B in E". For
Also, if 5 is convex, TΓ^g) is in the ,^~%-closure B of 5 in Έ". Suppose the contrary. Then there is a continuous real linear functional w on Έ" and a real number r such that w (^(g)) < r an d ^^ > r f°r every £GJ?.
Assume first that E is a real vector space. Let u be the restriction of w to E r , soueE.
Let JFG g such that | m -%(u) \ <r ~ w (π B (%)) for every xe F. Then, for such an x, we have wx -ux -%(u) + g(w) < r. But a? G JB. Now let J? be a complex vector space. Then there is a complex linear functional v on E" such that w = ίRv. Let u be the restriction of v to ί? and Fe g such that | ux -g(w) | ^ r -w (^(g)) for every xe F. Then for such an x we have wx = ίR (vx) = 3ΐ ) < r Again, we have a contradiction.
Thus π B (β B ) c B if ^" is the weak topology or 5 is convex.
On the other hand, if ze B, then :
and π Λ (SS s («)) = z. Let F be a neighborhood of z in 2?"[^~,J, and let Z7 and TF be closed convex neighborhoods of 0 in E" [^n] such that F and U+UaV-z.
Let χe (C7 + z) n (-TF+ z) n 5, Λf = , andiV= Fni7. Then AT, iVe 3JΪ and M3 JV, F^(ikf + χ) n B, and (JV + χ) Π S = (W + χ) Π J5e S8 Λ (J?). Thus 9S 5 (z) is convex. 
THEOREM 3. // π B (β B )aB (in particular if either J?~ is the weak topology or B is convex), then v-and μ-topologies coincide and π B is a homeomorphism of β B onto B.

Proof. If π B (β B )c:B, then, for ikfeSΠi and xeB, we have μ B (M, x) c v B (M, x)
, and so the identity mapping of β B with the μ-topology onto β B with the v-topology is continuous. (b) There exists Ce$l such that C~DA\JB and g ϋΛ (%) = 0OB(®) (c) T/^ere exists C e Sί α^cί ξ>e β 0 such that CZDA\JB and every set of !Q contains a set of g and a set of ©. Now let R be the equivalence relation π(g) = π(@) on a, η the quotient space a/R, p the canonical mapping of a onto 37, and σ the mapping from 37 into E" such that π -σp.
THEOREM 5. σ is a homeomorphism of ΎJ onto the J?~n-closure E of E in E".
Proof. We need only prove σ(η) = π(a) ZD E. Consider the dual system (E r , Ey. Since every ueE r is uniformly continuous on E, the topology induced on E by J7~n is admissible for this dual system. For z e E, there is a closed absolutely convex set B e S3 such that | zu \ ^ 1 for every ueB°.
Hence, zeB°° = the closure of B in any admissible topology = the ^-closure B of B.
For B e §1, the weakest topology on β B for which every function of the form g -> %(u) (for u e E r ) is continuous will be called the weak topology of β B . Clearly β B in the weak topology is homeomorphic P. J. WAGNER with B in the topology induced on B by the weak-star topology of E". Proof. Clearly (b) and (c) are equivalent. Also (a) implies (b) by the Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem, for B e Si, the weak-star closure of B in E" = E is weak-star compact but since ^~n is an admissible topology for the dual systm (β\ Ey, this weak-star closure is B. Finally (b) implies (a): regarding 53 as a total class of bounded subsets of E, by the Mackey-Arens theorem J7~% is an admissible topology for the dual system <£", E}, and so E" = E. e B and hence %$ B (K(%)) e β B is stronger than %.
Conversely, let g e β w B and © e /9 Λ stronger than %. Then 7r π B (®) 9 and so τrS(/SS) c π £ (/9 5 ).
COROLLARY. JG = E" if and only if, for every B e SI maximal weakly-convex filter g o^ B, ίfcere is α ^"-coTiί β^ filter on B stronger than g.
